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QPng;OH ON ptt'XTXONS FOR MoomCATION' 

Petitions ~or moclitieation ot Decision CO.) 88-03-008-
have been tiled by the Division ot Ratepayer Advocates (ORA) on 
April 7, 1988, and jointly by Pacitic Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E), san Dieqo Gas & Electric Company (SOO&E), and Southern 
california Edison Company (Edison) on April 19, 1988. Natural 
Resources Defense Council (NRDC) responded to ORA'S petition on 
April 27, l,988, and the re~ponse also contained proposals tor 
modification ot 0.88-03-008. ORA responded to the utilities' joint 
petition on May 4, 1988. Edison, the calitornia Energy Commission 
CCEC), and PG&E responded to ORA's petition on May 6, May 17, and 
May 20, l,988, respectively. 

Edison, PG&E, and SDG&E filed a second joint petition to 
moclity 0.88-03-008 on June 13, 1988. NRDC responded to the second 
joint petition on June 27, and ORA tiled its response on July l, 
california Energy Commission (CEC) tiled on July 12, and the 
Department ot General Services (OOS) tiled on July 14. 

In a related development, the workshop on conservation 
options called tor in 0.88-03-008. was held on June Z. A summary ot 
the workshop was prepared by the moderator and mailed t~ all 
parties on JUly 8. 
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'l'he initial joint petition included a proposal t~ ehange 
the transition date specitied in D.88-0~-008 trom September 1,' 
1988:, to' JanUary 1, 1989. That aspect ot the joint petition has 
been adaressed in 0 .. 88-05-072. 

We will separately discuss each issue raised in the 
petitions. 

x. The Definition Of the Less Restri~ ClASS 

In its petition, ORA suggests that the decision should be 

modified to clarity that sales to all customers with demands of 
over 1,000 kilowatt (XW) will no 10nger be subject to the Electric 
Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) after the transition date, 
reqarclless of a particular customer's potential to bypass the 
utility's system. At the same time, however, ORA arC]U.cs that one 
exception should be made to this rule. ORA believes that sales to 
aqricultural customers with demands of over 1,000 kW should 
continue to be included in ERAK and should be excluded from the 
less restricted class. ORA states that our desire to treat large 
aqrieultural customers differently from other large customers was 
shown in 0.87-04-028, in which we directed PG&E to transfer larqe 
aqrieultural customers from the E-20 tariff to agricultural 
tariffs .. 

We intended in 0 .. 88-03-008 to include all customers with 
demands of 1,000 k.W or more in the less restricted class, and sales 
to these customers would no longer be covered· by ERAM atter the 
transition date. However, the discussion in 0.88-03-008 focused on 
whether or not the class should inelude smaller customers. Our 
concluding sentences there tore spoke ot limiting the class to 
customers of 1,000 KW or more. We will make minor modifications to 
clarify our intent. 

Edison opposed ORA's proposal to, remove large 
agricultural customers from the less restricted class. Edison's 
~OU-8 schedule is based entirely on eonsumption characteristics and 
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not on what use is made of that consumption. Edison ~elieves that 
the decision similarly defined the less restricted class in terms 
of consUlllption characteristics. Edison ~elieves that it is 
consistent to treat all customers with large demands alike and to 
include all customers with demands of 1,000 kW or more in the less 
restricted class. 

PG&E's response states without elaboration its support 
tor ORA's recommendation. 

our action in 0.87-04-028 resulted from a reorganization 
ot rate design that had unexpected consequences tor some 
agricultural customers. Our shifting of PG&E's ver:! large 
agricultural customers from the E-20 schedule was not intended to 
express an opinion that these customers should be treated 
differently from other large customers in all respects, and we have 
not taken similar steps for the other utilities. For the present, 
we believe that the less restricted class should be defined by the 
size of the customer's demand, ~d not by the use to· which the 
customer puts the electricity it purehases. We will not adopt 
ORA's proposed exception. 

:0:... lfoditiCAtions to the congrvation Guidelin§ 

In 0.88-03-008, we adopted a guideline that required 
utilities t~ offer customers with whom they were negotiating 
special contracts an option of choosing programs to- improve the 
efficiency of the customers' use of electricity instead of the full 
rate discount the parties would otherwise negotiate. The notion 
was that potential bypassers were'prilnarily concerned with overall 
energy costs, and those costs could be lowered :by conservation and 
load management as well as. by rate discounts. DRA, NRDC,. and the 
second joint petition proposed modifications to the decision.'s 
treatment of this topic • 
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A- D~'s Erqposals 

First, ORA asserted that it was unnecessary t~ develop 
the conservation menu, the list of approved conservation program.s., 
called. for in the decision. All that was needed to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of a particular proposal was for the utility to 
present the analysis specified in the Standard Practice Manual for 
Economic Evaluation o~ Demand-Side Management Programs, developed 
by the staffs of the Commission and the CEC. If a particular 
proqra:m passes the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test, then it should 
be approved. Accord.inq to ORA, this procedure would assure that 
the efficiency options associated.w1th special contracts would have 
the same economic footing as conservati~n proqrams approved in the 
utility's 9eneral rate ease. 

second, ORA has several objections to the decision's 
provision that the conservation options for special contracts 
customers would. be initially funded from *the utility'S authorized 
conservation budget for programs designed to serve* the less 
restricted class (0.88-03-008, Conclusion of Law lS, mimeo., ~ 
p .. 48).. ORA points out that the currently authorized proqrams are 
qiven desiqnations no more specific than *nonresidential* or 
*industrial* and that it is impossible to determine which proqrams 
are desiqned to serve the less restricted class. 

ORA's proposal for modification has rive elements. 
First, ORA suggests that the use ot authorized conservation funds 
should be subject to existing restrictions on the utility'S 
discretionary movement of conservation fund~. Second, funds for 
conservation options associated with special contracts customers 
should be limited to 25% o~ the authorization for nonresidential 
proqrams. Third, any request for additional funds should be by an 
application, not by an advice letter, as permitted by the .decision. 
SUch an increase should receive a more thorough scrutiny than 
advice letter fi1in9s ordinarily receive. Fourth, customers should 
be required to verify that any conservation or load management 
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equipment financed by the utility has, in fact,. been installed. 
And fifth, the chance to choose conservation options instead of 
discounted rates should not be available for customers with 
contracts for incremental sales. 
B- HRDC'S Proposals 

NRDC reacted to ORA's. proposals and offered its own 
modification. 

NRDC is disturbed by the lack of symmetry between the 
treatment of conservation options and rate discounts associated 
with special contracts. No limit has been proposed or imposed on 
the alDount of the rate discounts. that may be offered to customers 
threateninq bypass, yet ORA has proposed a limit on the amount of 
the related conservation proqrams. NRDC believes that this 
asymmetry arises from a discomfort with the source of the funds for 
the two parts of the special contracts proqram. Once the forecast 
of revenues is established, rate discounts are financed by the 
Shareholders, presumably in hopes of max;mlzinq net revenues • 
Conservation options, on the other hand, are financed by 

ratepayers, resultinq in the perception that a limit is needed. 
NRDC proposes a fundinq arranqement that would lessen 

this asymmetry. Any conservation payments qreater than the 25% 
limit proposed by ORA would be funded from Nthe increased net 
revenues qenerated by conservation-based special contracts. N Since 
the conservation payment is limited to the net present value of the 
foreqonc rate discount, and since both conservation proqrams beyond 
the 25% limit and rate discounts would be financed by the utility'S 
increased net revenues, the utility should continue to be 
indifferent about the customer's choice of rate discounts or 
conservation options.. 

NRDC also argues that reliance on the TRC test is 
unnecessary. The only test for a conservation option related to a 
special. contract, in NROC's view,. -should be whether the cost of the 
conservation proqram is less than the cost of the rate discount 
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that the utility and the eustomer would otherw'ise agree to,. NRDC 
asks, lIrWould. ORA really wan't: utili't:ies to reject a' ,$2'00,000 

conservation payment on the basis of ORA's cost-effectiveness 
yards't:ick, when the alternative was a $300,000' rate discount?N 

Finally, NRDC opposes ORA's suggestion that the 
conservation guideline should not apply to contracts for 
incremental sales. NRDC believes that the decision is unambiguous 
and makes both anti-bypass and incremental sales special contracts 
subject to the conservation guideline. Accordinq to. NRDC, the 
reasons for applyinq tha guideline to anti-bypass special contracts 
apply with equal strenqth to contracts for incremental sales. 
c. Edison's Position 

Edison agrees with ORA that cost-effectiveness, and not 
whether a particular program is listed on the conservation menu, 
should be the test of the conservation and efficiency offerinqs a 
utility may lDake available to special contracts eustomers. Edison 
believes that a menu may quickly become outdated, and that the use 
of the term *conservation menu* neglects the important role that 
efficiency improvements play in retaininq customers on the system. 

Edison disagrees with the implication that the TRC test 
Should be the primary test for determininq which programs should be 
offered to special contracts customers. Edison believes that the 
ToRC test cannot be used easily to test the efficiency o~ programs 
that increase electricity consumption, and Edison therefore 
recommends that proqrams that meet either the ':me test or the 
ratepayer impact measure should qualify. 

Edison disagrees with the 25% limit proposed by ORA and 
recommends that fundinq requests for conservation options should be 
considered with each special contract. Since the commission must 
eventually approve the contract through the Expedited Application 
Docket, it would be a simple matter to. broaden this proceedinq 
sliqhtly to consider the request for the tunding necessary to. carry 
out the conservation options selected by the customer. 
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Edison agrees with ORA that customers who receive 
conservation incentive payments should have to verify that they 
have ins~led the equipment that the payment was intended to help 
finance. 

Finally, Edison disagrees with ORA':;, proposal not to. 
permit utilities to offer conservation options to customers with 
contracts for incremental sales. Edison believes that such 
payments may, in many instances.. further the qoals that the 

commission has tried to. pursue in this proceeding. 
D. ~C's Position 

CEC supports ORA's proposal for limiting the amount of 
authorized conservation funds that may be directed to special 
contracts customers as an intertm solution to' the question of how 
to. finance the costs of conservation options provided to special 
contracts customers. CEC believes that this question should be 

addressed in more detail at the conservation workshop· that was 
scheduled for June 2, 1988 • 

CEC opposes ORA's recommendation to drop the conservation 
menu approach in favor of ease-by-case cost effectiveness testing. 
CEC suggests that the conservation menu should consist of programs 
that would be deemed *automatically cost-effective,* and that only 
conservation options not on the menu would require individual cost
effectiveness test results. This approach would give many 
customers easy and inexpensive access to the programs on the list 
while allowinq for new, innovative, or unique options to be 
pursued .. 

Finally, CEC urges the Commission not to decide the 
question whether conservation options should be made available to 
customers with contracts for incremental sales until it has 
received more complete information on the policy considerations and 
consequences of the decision. CEC believes that a workshop,should 
be scheduled to consider this issue • 
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E. PG§B's Position 
PG&E first urges expanding the concept of the 

conservation option to include all types of demand management 
proqrams, including load management options. A broader ranqe of 
proqrams will improve PG&E's ability to tailor its conservation 
options to fit a particular customer's needs, and many load 
manaqement proqrams are already available. 

PG&E agrees with ORA that it is not practical to develop 
a qeneric menu of options, but PG&E joins NROC in questioninq the 
need for any cost-effectiveness tests for efficiency proqrams for 
special contracts customers. A special contract with a rate 
discount, PG&E arques, may be viewed as a conservation program with 
zero bene~it, since the customer's consumption and load curve are 
unaffected. Why then, PG&E asks, should the conservation options, 
which result in consumption or load-shaping benefits and which are 
conceived as a substitute for rate discounts, be subject to a 
stricter test of cost-effectiveness? 

• 

Like other parties, PG&E opposes ORA's sugqestion that • 
conservation options should not be made available to customers with 
contracts for incremental sales. 

On the question of financing the conservation options, 
PG&E asserts that the ERAM classes receive the benefit of retained 
or enhanced sales and should therefore provide the financing for 
the conserva'tion options chosen by special contracts customers. 
PG&E thus opposes. both DRA's and NRDC's proposals on financinq the 
conservation options. PG&E also opposes ORA's suggestion that 
additional funding for conservation tor special contracts customers 
should be requested by advice letter. 
F.. The Second Joint Petition 

The joint petitioners assert that the decision should be 
moclified to correct an inappropriate limitation on the programs 
that are referred to in the conservation menu. SOme parties at the 
conservation worksho~ of, June Z read the decision to· limit the menu 
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to standard conservation items; that is, measures tha.t serve to 
reduce a cUstomer's kilowatt-hour consUIllption. The joint 
petitioners believe, however, that in keeping with the purpose of 
this proceeding, a wider range of cost-effective efficiency options 
would be more useful in discouraging uneconomic Dypass and in 
retaining large customers on the utility's system. 

More specifically, the joint petitioners urge the 
Commission to expand the conservation menu to include tour broad 
categories of energy efficiency options. These categories are 
conservation, load management, fuel substitution, and load 
building, and appropriate definitions are stated in Appendix A o·f 
the NDemand-Side Management Reporting Requirements Manual," 
developed by the Commission's staff. 

NRDC opposed the utilities' proposal to include load 
building' as part of the menu of conservation options. NRDC points 
out that 0.83-03-008 showed the Commission's continuing concern 
about the long-term effects of the special contracts proqram. This 
concern is demonstrated by the determination that "the term of a 
special eon~act should not extend into any year when forecasts 
indicate that additional capacity will be needed to meet target 
reserve margins." NRDC argues that load-building proqrams are much 
harder to limit. The increased loads that result from any load
building' program are likely to remain on the system when expensive 
new capacity is needed, and the eventual costs to the system and 
its ratepayers could outweig'h any near-term gains. 

ORA advanced similar arguments in opposing the utilities' 
proposal to include fuel switching' and load building' as 
conservation options. ORA. also argues that this part of the second 
joint petition is premature and should be addressed in evidentiary 
hearings. 
G. Discupsi2D 

Our conception in developing the conservation menu 
approach to future flexibility was to try to serve several goals' at 
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once. Some of the utility's existing or newly developed 
conservation and load management programs would be offered to a 
targeted group of customers who, if they accepted the offers, would 
consume electricity more efficiently and would remain on the 
utility's system and pay rates higher than the fully discounted 
rates they would have otherwise negotiated with the utility. The 
conservation programs would not only meet the Commission's 
standarcls. of etfectiveness, but they would also withstand the 
customer's direct economic comparison with rate discounts. 
Although we referred to a conservation menu, we used NconservationH 

as ~ abbreviation for conservation and load management programs. 
our intent was to serve the utility'S interest Qy maximizing net 
revenue from the customer, to meet the customer's needs by lowering 
its total power 1:>111, and minimize system. generation costs, to 
serve ratepayers' interests by retaining on the system a customer 
who would otherwise be lost. 

In terms of the clarification requested in the second 
joint petition, the programs referred to in the conservation menu 
should qualify as conservation or load managemen~ programs. We 
aqree that the definitions stated in Appendix A of the NDemand-Side 
Management Report~ug Requirements Manual· developed by our statf, 
with slight modifications to reflect this proceeding's focus on 
electricity, are appropriate: 

·conservation programs are defined as proqrams 
which have the effect of reducing consumption 
of electricity during most or many hours of 
operation of the equipment or building affected 
by the measure. 

·Load management programs are defined as any 
program which reduces electric peak demand or 
has the primary effect of shifting electric 
demand from the hours of peak demand to' nonpeak 
time periods. N 

We do not aqree that tuel substitution and 'load building 
proqramG should be included in the options, presented as part of the. 
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conservation menu. Fuel substitution frequently presents diffieult 
problems ot eross-sUbsidizationor cost-allocation between electric 
and gas ratepayers or questions of whether or not overall 
efticiency is turthered. 

Similarly, as DRA and NRDC point out, load building seems 
to confliet with some ot the goals ot this proceeding. Obviously, 
by permitting the utilities to stimulate incremental sales by 
offering reduced rates, we have tolerated some short-term load 
building. As we clarified in the recent Edison general rate case 
(D.S7-12-066, pp. 141-143), load retention, which is classified in 
the Appendix A definitions as load building, is an appropriate 
application of DSM tunds. But in the present circumstances, our 
tolerance ot load building goes no further. We can see no 
advantage to long-term load building, and we have limited the terms 
ot ineremental sales contraets to guard against the harms that 
ineremental sales could otherwise infliet on the utility'S system 
and its ratepayers. We also believe that under current 
circumstances it is inappropriate for the utilities to expend funds 
to encourage load building. 

For purposes of de~1ninq e1iqible DSK alternatives 
(conservation and load-management) to a rate discount, we believe 
it appropriate to exclude tuel substitution and load building at 
this time. ~his is entirely consistent with the goals ot this 
proceeding. Thus, tor eligibility purposes, DSM alternatives 
should be compared to current consumption. 

'rhe anaJ.ysis ~or eost-e~~ectiveness o~ ])SK, however, 
presents separate considerations. Ditferent alternatives to bypass 
involve different costs and benefits which accordingly deserve 
appropriate treatment. Specifically, all conservation and load
management measures, when installed in lieu of bypass, must be 
evaluated against the proposed bypass technology. 'rhis will 
usually require a Wtuel sUbstitutionw type of analysis (e.g., 
electric service with a DSM incentive compared togas 
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cogeneration). This type o~ analysis is explained clearly in the 
Joint Standard Practice Manual. 

'!he report o~ the conservation workshop indicates that 
many parties were confused about other aspects of the conservation 
menu. In particular, parties appear to- have debated. whether the 
menu was intended to 1::>e fixed or flexible and whether the menu was 
a necessary or even desirable feature of the conservation 
guideline. We do not 1::>elieve that our original conception was as 
co~inq as the parties have interpreted it to. be or that our 
statements about the conservation guideline were as unclear as the 
parties have found them. Nevertheless, it appears that this 
proceeding will benefit from further explanation of our conception 
0:1: the pu:rpose and function of the conservation menu. 

.' 

'!his part of the proceeding arose out of our concern 
about a growinq number of customers who were bypassing the 
utility's system by developing self--generation capabilities. We 
determined that we could serve the twin goals of combatting bypass 
and ~q use of the utility'S short-term. eXCess capacity by • 
permitting the utility to enter into contracts to sell electricity 
at less than the tariff rate to customers who could present a 
credible threat of bypassing the system. 'ro- comply with statutory 
requirements and to ensure that other ratepayers were not 
unreasonably harmed by these special contracts, we established a 
review process, the EXpedited Application Docket (EAD), to allow 
quick approval of these contracts. To further speed. up the review 
process of the less controversial contracts, we ad.opted. a series o~ 
guidelines. 

At the same time, however, we were concerned that the 
additional sales stimulated by these lower rates could accelerate 
the time when the the utility would need to- add capacity to meet 
its target reserve margin. 'rhe conservation guideline was an 
attempt to lessen this problem. 
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The conservAtion menu is- an aspect ot the guideline. It 
serves two interrelated functions. First, it provides the utility 
with a convenient way of initiating discussions with the customer 
about conservation and load management options. Second, it gives 
the utility a ready methOd of demonstrating thAt it hAS complied 
with the requirements ot the conservation guideline, that it hAS 
offered certain conservation and lOAd management programs to the 
customer in place of the negotiated rate diseount~ 

':rhus, we conceived of the menu AS A document thAt would 
~orm. the eustomer of the nature of the conservation and load. 
management options tbat were Availal:>le~ We presumed that the items 
ot the menu would be descr:i.bed in fairly general terms, just as 
many ot the conservation and load management progra:m.s in the 
utility's general rate case filing are descrilJed in general terms. 
We imagined that specific examplesot how a general progr~ had 
been fitted to a particular customer's needs would be presented to 
fill out the customer's understanding of its options. For example, 
in the most recent general rate ease, that of Edison, a major 
nonresidential conservation program was d.escribed as the NEnerqy 
Management Incentive Program... . The menu items would presumably be 
these sorts of general items, supplemented with intormation such as 
demand curves illustratinq the effect of the program and examples 
ot how customers had used these incentives,. so that the special 
contract customer would have A better idea of how it could make use 
of this program. To use the example of the program mentioned 
above,. a special contracts customer could select a rebate for 
conservation hardware not specifically mentioned in the examples of 
the menu but still fall within the menu's listed programs. 

The menu was not intended to be as rigid as some parties 
have 'apparently viewed it. First, as we'hAve just discussed, many 
of the current utility programs are defined very generally,. with 
considerable latitude tor fitting the program. to a pArticular 
customer's needs. Second, beyond the util:ities' current progra:ms, 
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the decision allowed utilities to propose additions t~the menu at 
the workshop ot June 2, presumably programs other than' those 
approved in their general rate cases. 

More important, the decision 'repeatedly stated that 
contracts not contorming to the quidelines could nevertheless be 
approved after review in the EAD. If a particular customer 
neqotiated a conservation item that varied substantially trom the 
proqrams and illustrations ot the menu, the contract could still be 
approved after the speedy review that is the purpose of the EAD. 

One question that was not addressed in the decision was 
how new proqrams could be added to the menu. Any proqr~ approved 
in a utility's general rate case· would quality for the menu, so new 
proqrams may be added at that time. Between general rate cases, if 
a utility believes that a particular proqram. varies substantially 
from the menu's programs and that other special contracts customers 
would likely be interested in similar programs, it may request, as 
a part of its EAD application for approval of the' contract, that 
the commission approve the conservation item for inclusion on the 
menu. The program will be subjected to appropriate' cost
effectiveness tests as part of theEAD review, and if necessary 
this aspect of the application may be separated trom the approval 
of the contract. 

We continue to view the conservation' 'menu. as an outgrowth 
of the utility's existing conservation and load management 
programs.. Accordingly, we agree with ORA's point that tor anti
bypass cont:r:acts the effectiveness ot individual conservation 
elements should be j'ldged by the 'l'RC test' applied to· other 
conservation and load management programs. For DSM options 
provided under an incremental sales agreement, the Ratepayer Impact 
Measure (RIM) ,test should usually be applied. This i~· because the 
ToRe test can not be applied where the alternative is current 
electricity consumption versus increased electricity consumption. 
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The parties have provided several new proposals on the 
sources for financing the conservati'on options. Atter considering 
these proposals and their implications, we are persuaded to change 
the funding mechanism adopted in 0.88-03-008. 

We are particularly attracted to NRDC~s appeal to· create 
a symmetry between the treatment of the financing of rate discounts 
and conservation items. As NRDC points out, once the forecast is 
set, rate discounts beyond those forecasted are financed by 
shareholders as part of the utility~s strate9Y for maximizing net 
revenues; the utility should be willing to accept a lower rate and 
lesser revenues from a customer, as a means of forestalling the 
zero revenue that would result if the·· customer leaves the· system. 
The conservation incentives eXpected to be used for the cost
effective retention of customers should also be part of the revenue 
forecast. It conservation may also be used to retain a customer, 
the utility should likewise be willing to finance the conservation 
program that will keep the customer on the system. In each case, 
the net revenues to the utility are maximized. In each case, the 
utility has a strong incentive to provide the minimum. ~ount of 
support needed to retain the customer. 

We will finance conservation and load manaqement items in 
the same way that we have previously established for financing rate 
d.iscounts (by accountinq for reduced sales to customers choosing 
the conservation options in the forecast of revenues for the LRe), 

and we will discuss some of the implications and details of this 
financing scheme in the following paragraphs. 

In 0.88-03-008, we limited the amount the utility could 
spend on the conservation items to *the present value of the total 
discount from tariff rates that the utility and the customer would 
agree to in the absence of the conservation· option. w That limit 
still seems appropriate, although the limit is probably 
superfluous, since a utility would be foolish to spend greater 
~ounts on conservation than the value of the· rate discounts that 
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would be sufficient to retain the customer. We should clarify, 
however, that in calculating the equivalent to the negotiated rate, 
the utility can and should take into account any lost contribution 
to margin and any administrative costs that it would incur in 
carrying out the conservation item.. Our goal is to- give the 
utility latitude in calculating the cost of the conservation items, 
so that it will be truly indifferent to· the customer's choice. 

In the past, if a utility was truly indifferent to 
conservation or rate discounts, we would have expected the utility 
to· be inclined toward the rate discount, tor a number ot reasons. 
We would have expected this inclination to lead the utility to 
soft-pedal the conservation option, with the result that nearly all 
custom6r$ would choose the rate discount. under present 
circumstances, however, we believe that the customer's preference 
will play a much. greater role than in the past. The customer in 
these nec;otiations has considerable bargaining power; it has the 
option to leave the system unless the utility can provide a 
sufticient incentive to remain on the system. Because of the 
customer's strength in the bargaining, we believe that the 
customer's pre terence will overcome any minor incentives of the 
utility, and that conservation items will be chosen to the extent 
that customers prefer them to rate disc.ounts. 

Placinc; the responsibility for finaneing conservation 
items on the utility presents some questions about the function of 
our review in the EAD. If the customer chooses conservation items 
to the limit ot the net present value ot the rate discount, then 
the customer by detinition will continue to take service at the 
taritf rate. It there is no rate discount, and if the utility is 
responsible for financing the conservation items, what is the need 
for the EAD review? 

Although we agree with the. implied point that the scope 
and purpose of our review are qreatly r~duced when no rate. 
discounts are involved, we still believe that the utility should 
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seek and obtain our approval of its arrangements with the ~stomer, 
even when those arrangements include only conservation. items. If 
the items are all on the menu, the review will be perfunctory .. 
However, all conservation items need examination tor cost
effectiveness. Moreover, conservation and load manaqement options 
need review to ensure that they have not crossed the line into load 
buildinq. Even if DSM tundinq is being provided with shareholder 
funds, we still expect an application or EAD treatment to include 
cost-effectiveness analysis of the proposed project. 

We expect a review of a contract containing only 
conservation items to be quick. The conservation and load 
management options present an easier review because we are less 
concerned about the harm to other ratepayers.. One of the primary 
concerns about the special contracts proqram--that it would 
stimulate permanent additions to the the utility'S load ana thus 
accelerate.the need for expensive new resources--is nearly absent 
for consexvation and. load management options. By definition, these 
programs reduce load., and even if the utility goes too far and 
overstimulates conservation and load. :management, the effect on 
other ratepayers will be negligible. '!'he threat of long-ter:m load. 
effects is almost entirely absent. 

For these reasons, we will require utilities to finance 
the conservation options in the same manner they finance rate 
d.iscounts: the sales forecast for the LRC will recoqnize the effect 
on sales of customers choosing DSM options.. The approach is 
justified on two bases.. First, the utility will receive increased 
net revenues from retaining customers on the system: that is., the 
utility'S net revenue should be greater,. after accounting for the 
costs of discounts or conservation, than if the customer left the 

. system. Second, the utility may receive increased net revenues in 
the near term because customers who choose conservation options 
will pay rates closer to the tariff rate than if the customer had 
selected only a rate discount. Until the conservation equipment or 
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process is completely installed and e~fective~ the utility should 
receive slightly higher revenues than expected. 

NRDC has proposed, in response. t~ ORA's proposal, that 
the utili~y's responsibility to. finance conservation options should 
begin after the utility has exhausted 25% o.f previously authorized 
conservation ~ds fo.r nonresidential customers. We will not adopt 
this limitation. All conservation and load management options 
selected by customers eligible for special contracts should be 

financed by the utility, as outlined above. 
The transition before final implementation of LRC sales 

forecasts leaves utilities without funding authorization for 
special OSM contracts. FUrthermore,. some special contracts 
customers who. are eligible fo.r existing and autho.rized conservation 
programs will seek OSM funding- utilities should not discriminate 
against special contracts customers by barring them from these 
proc;rra:ms. The other side o.:f this coin, however, is that we c1o. not 
want other industrial or nonresidential customers t~ be foreclosed 
from taking advantage of authorized proqrams; special contracts 
customers should not be permitted to. monopolize these programs_ 
Ther~ore, we :believe that no. more than about 2-5% of the budget :for 
nonresidential or industrial conservation programs should be 
allocated to. eligible special contracts customers at this time. If 

additio.nal funding is needed before adoption of the LRC sales 
forecast, utilities should obtain such authorization by advice 
letter tiling-

~he question whether to. apply the conservation guideline 
to. contracts for incremental sales is clouded by our expectation 
that two types of customers may take advantage of contracts for 
incremental sales. SOme customers will merely choose to. increase 
production trom existing plant and equipment solely because of the 
lower marginal energy costs made possible by the contract. Since 
the increased. production is truly incremental in these eases, any 

increased consumption of, electricity will disappear when the 
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contract expires and the customer must return to higher tariff 
rates. But for other customers, the prospect of even a short-term. 
reduction of electricity costs may tilt a close decision in favor 
of adding new equipment or expandinq capacity. The new consumption 
stimulated in these cases will continue after the expiration of the 
contract. 

TWo considerations persuade us that contracts for 
incremental sales should also be subj ect to the conservation 
guideline. When such sales are truly incremental, such. as when a 
factory increases production from existinq equipment soJ.ely because 
o~ the lower marginal eost of energy,. it is unlikely that ,the 
customer will select conservation options. These contracts are 
also likely to be short term, so the net present value of the 
negotiate<! discount will be Slllall, and the conservation options 
that could be financed within the limits of this small net present 
value are probably few. Second, some incremental sales will occur 
when the prospect of lower energy costs tilts a customer's decision 
to add new production capacity. These cases present one-time 
opportunities to install efficient equipment,. and the long-term 
benefits to ratepayers of havinq more efficient equipment installed 
juatity the costs ot offering the conservation options to such 
customers. In addition, by requiring positive results und.er the 
RIM test tor incremental sales contraets, ratepayers are ensured. of 
increasing Marginal revenues trom OSM measures. 

Thus, we conclude that contracts for incremental sales
should also be SUbject to the conservation quid.eline. 

Finally, we aqree with ORA. that when the conservation 
options involve incentive payments to customers, the utility should 
obtain a verification that the equipment intended to be financed by 

the payment has been installed. The verification requirement 
applying in existing or recent incentive programs should also be 
fOllowed in these eases • 
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I, 

In. Base Rat9 ReXeDUe RegUi~nts 

The jOint petitioners request clarification of how base 
rate revenue requirements would be established t~ develop base 
rates for the less restricted class on the transition date. 
Earlier decisions have left this point uncertain. 

The joint petitioners suggest that the retail 
jurisdictional base rate revenue requirements used to develop the 
revenue allocation between the less restricted class and other 
customer classes and to develop· the less restricted class's base 
rates on an assumed transition date of January 1~ 1989, should 
reflect the 1989 attrition rate adjustments for PG&E ana Eaison and 
the test year rates resulting from SDG&E's pending general .rate 
case. ORA. supports this aspect of the initial joint petition. 

We agree that the decision should be modified to· clarify 
this point in the manner suggested by the joint petitioners. 

The joint petitioners also state their wunderstandingW 

e· 

that base rate levels for the less restricted class may change to e 
reflect changes. in the retail jurisdictional base rate revenue 
requirements, other than adj ustments resul tine; from the attrition 
rate adjustment. For example, a transfer of recovery of revenue 
requirement from a Major Additions Adjustment Clause (MAAC) account 
to base rates could have this effect. 

It is clear that a transfer of recovery of revenue 
requirements such as in the MAAC example would affect the base 
rates of the less restricted class. Rather than imagining the 
adjustments necessary to accomplish such a transfer, we will await 
a concrete example before we adc1ress the details. The joint 
petition does not request moditication of 0.8"3-03-003 on this 
point. 

- 20 -
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Findings of ~ 
1. ORA. tiled a petition tor modification of 0.88-03-008 on 

April 7, 1988, requesting changes to the detinition of the les~ 
restricted class and to the conservation guideline. 

2. PC&E, SDG&E, and Edison tiled a joint petition for 
mcxiification on April 19, 1988, requesting a clarification of the 
procedure tor setting base rates for the less restricted class. 

3. NROC responded to ORA's petition on April 27, 1988, and 
presented some proposed moditications to the conservation 
guideline. 

4. ORA. responded to the initial joint petition on May 4, 

1988, and supported the joint petitioners' request. 
s. Edison responded to ORA's petition on May 6, CEC 

responded to ORA's petition on May 17, and PG&E respondecr to· ORAl's 
petition on May 20, 1988. 

6. Edison, PG&E, and SDG&E filed a second joint petition to 
modity 0.88-03-008 on June 13, 1988. NROC responded to the second 
joint petition on June 27, ORA. filed its response on July 1, etc 
tiled on July l2, and DGS tiled on July 14. 

7. The workshop on conservation options called for in 
0.88-03-008 was held on June 2. A summary of the workshop· was 
prepared by the moderator and mailed to all parties on July 8:. 

cODClusions or LAy 

1. 0.88-03-008 should be moditied to clarity that the less 
restricted class includes all customers with demands ot 1,000 kW or 
C]X'eater. 

2. The conservation options that the utilities may present 
to customers negotiating special contracts should be those meeting 
the 'I'RC test (for anti-bypass contracts) or the RIM test (for 
incremental sales contracts) as described in the Standard' Practice 
Manual tor Economic Analysis of Demand Side-Management Programs. 

3. We will finance conservation and load manaqement items in 
the same way that we have previously established for financing· rate 
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discounts (by accounting for reduced sales to customers choosing 
the conservation options in the!orecast ot revenues tor the loRe). 

4. utilities shou14 not deny eligible special contracts 
customers access to existing and authorized conservation and load 
management programs in the short term,. before the LRC sales 
forecasts are adopted. Other nonresidential and industrial 
customers should not be prevented trom taking advantage ot all 
authorized conservation programs, and, as a general rule, no more 
than about 25% ot existing nonresidential and industrial OSM' 
tunding should be allocated to special contracts customers. 

s. Conservation options should also be presented to 
customers with contracts for incremental sales. 

6. The items eligible for conservation funding should 
include conservation and 10a4 management programs, but not fuel 
switching or load building programs. 

7. The retail juris4ictional base rate revenue requirement 
used to develop the revenue allocation between the less regulated 

• 

class an4 other customer classes on January 1,. 1989,. should reflect • 
the 1989 attrition rate adjustments for PG&E and Edison and the 
test year rates resulting from SDG&E's pending general rate case. 

ORDER 

Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that: 
1 •. The paragraph beginning at the ~ttom of page. 25 and 

continuing to page 26 and the first full paragraph on page 26 of 
Decision 88-03-008 are modifi'ed to read: 

The items in the menu wou14 be develope4 in a 
workshop. The items should come from new or 
existing conservation and load management 
programs that meet the Total Resource Cost 
(ToRC) test as set forth in the Standard 
Practice Manual on Economic Analysis of Demand
Side Management Programs, except in the case 
where DSM measures are applied to incremental 
sales contracts~ the Ratepayer. Impact Measure 
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(RIM) tes~ shall be applied in such situations. 
In addition, parties may also propose other .. 
proqr~ for inclusion on the menu that also 
meet the 'rRC test. The 'rRC test takes a 
somewhat broader perspective than the rate 
ilnpact measure test we have applied to other 
conservation proqrams. Use of the 'l'RC test in 
these circumstan~es is appropriate for two 
reasons. First, the TRC test is better suited 
for addressing the problem pointed out by NROC: 
that companies impose a much shorter pay-back 
period on conservation investments than the 
utility does when it invests in new generation. 
Allowing the utility to offer conservation 
programs based on the ToRC test is a way of 
qrattinq the lonqer pay-back criterion used by 
the utility onto the private industry's shorter 
periods. second, a strict ac1herence to the 
rate impact measure test for potential bypass 
customers is not appropriate under present 
circumstances when the greatest effect on rates 
would come if the customer leaves the system. 
The slight effect on rates of the TRC test is 
far preferable to the larqe potential effect on 
rates of the loss of such customers • 

The source of funds for the utility'S offered 
items will be the increased net revenues 
resultinq from retaining custome~s who- accept 
these options, as defined by the LRC sales 
forecast. To the extent that the special 
contracts customers may legitilnately take 
advantage of existing conservation and load 
management programs for which we authorized 
funds in the general rate case, the utilities 
should not deny such customers access to the 
proqrams. However, in the interim other 
industrial or nonresidential customers should 
not be tore closed from taking advantage of 
authorized programs; special contracts 
customers Should not be permitted to. monopo.lize 
these programs. As a general guideline that 
may not make sense for a particular program, we 
believe that no. more than about 25% of the 
budget for a particular nonresidential or 
industrial conservation or load management 
program should be allocated t~ customers with 
special contracts • 
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2. The followinqparagraphs are inserted after the first 
tuJ:l' paragraph on page 27: 

OUr discussion of this guideline has focused on 
the anti-bypass type of speeial contract. 
Clearly, presenting conservation options to 
these customers is desirable. A more difficult 
question is whether this guideline should also 
apply to contracts for incremental sales. We 
are permitting discounted incremental sales in 
hopes of spreading some of the fixed costs of 
excess capacity over a larger sales base. 
Increased effieiency would tend to reduce these 
sales~ and promoting efficiency among these 
customers would seem to work against our 
purpose in permitting ineremental sales. 

Two considerations persuade us that contracts 
for incremental sales should also be subject to 
this guideline. When such sales are truly 
incremental, such as when a factory increases 
production from existing equipment solely 
because of the lower marginal energy costs made 
possible by the contract, it is unlikely that 
the customer will select conservation options. 
These contracts are also likely to be short 
term, so the net ~resent value will be small, 
ana the conservatl.on options that could be 
financed within the limits of this small net 
present value are probably few. Second, some 
incremental sales will oceur when the prospect 
of lower energy eosts tilts a customer's 
decision to add new production capacity. These 
cases present one-time opportunities to install 
effieient equipment, and the long-term Denefits 
to ratepayers of having efficient equipment 
installed justify the costs of offering 'the 
eonservation option to such customers. 

Thus, we conclude that contracts for' 
incremental sales should also be sUbj ect to 
this guideline. 

3. The first sentence of the first full paragraph of page 31 
is modified to read: 

For the present ttme we will accept the 
utilities' proposed definitions of the less 
restricted elass as including all customers 
with demanas of 1,000 kW or qreater. 
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4. Tbe following paragraphs are added after the first 
paraqraph on page 34: 

VI. setting Initial Base Rates 

Beeause two of the three utilities affected by 
the transition date '~ill be in the middle of a 
rate ease cycle at the time of the transition, 
we need to determine how to establish the base 
rate revenue requirement that will be used to 
allocate revenues between the less restricted. 
class and other customer classes and to develop 
base rates for the less restricted class on the 
transition date. We believe that a fair way to 
solve this transitional problem is to use the 
base rate revenue requirement that will take 
effect on January 1, 1989. For SDG&E, the 
retail jurisdictional base rate revenue 
requirement resulting from its Test Year 1989 
general rate ease should be used.. Both Edison 
and PG&E should. use the retail jurisdictional 
base rate revenue requirement resulting from 
their respective ARAproceedings for the 1989 
attrition year • 

50. The heading on page 34 should be changed to read: 
VII. Risk Allocation 

6. Find.ing of Fact 15 on page 48 is modified to read: 
It is reasonable to require utilities to· 
present customers with a menu of conservation 
options d.uring negotiations for special 
contracts. The elements of the menu will be 
developed in a workshop to be held as soon as 
feasible. The programs included in the menu 
should be conservation and load management 
programs that meet the ToRe test of cost
effectiveness. The customer may then choose a 
contract based entirely on rate discounts, a 
contract based entirely on conservation items 
with all eleetricity sold at tariff rates,.. or a 
contract based on a mixture of rate d.iscounts 
and. conservation items. However, the utility'S 
cost of the conservation items plus the net 
present value of any discount from tariff rates 
may not exceed the net present value o·f the 
total discount from tariff rates that the 
utility and the customer would have agreed to 
in the absence of the conservation option. The 
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source of funds for the conservation items. We 
will finance conservation and load management 
items in the same way that we have previously 
established for financing rate discounts (by 
accounting for reduced sales to customers 
choosing the conservation options in the 
forecast of revenues for the LRC). To the 
extent that the special contracts customers are 
eligible for existing and authorized 
conservation and load. management programs, the 
utility should not deny such customers access 
to the programs. However, the access of other 
customers to conservation and load manaqement 
programs should not be foreclosed, and as a 
general rule no more than about 25% of the 
funds authorized for a particular 
nonresidential or industrial demand management 
program should be allocated to special 
contracts customers. If necessary in the 
interim, utilities can apply for additional OSM 
funds for. special contracts customers by advice 
letter .. 

7. Conclusion of Law 16 is modified t~ read: 
At present, the less restricted class should 
include all customers with demand of 1,000 kW 
or greater. 

S. Conclusion of Law 20 should be added on page 49: 
Allocation of revenue between the less 
restricted class and other customer classes and 
base rates for the less restricted class for 
service rendered on and after January 1, 1989, 
should be ))ased on the retail jurisdictional 
base rate revenue requirements as of January 1, 
1989, adopted in SDG&E's Test Year 1989 ~eneral 
rate case and Edison's and PG&E's attrit~on 
proceedings for the 1989 attrition year. 

9. Ordering Paragraph 2 is modified to read: 
At the present time, the Large Liqht and Power 
class referred to in D .. 87-05-071, which is more 
properly called the less restricted class, will 
include all customers of PG&E, Edison, and 
SDG&E with demands of 1,000 kW or greater. 
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, 10. Ordering paragraph 4 on pages SO-51 is modified to' read: 
Utilities shall present customers with a menu 
of conservation options durinq negotiations tor 
special contracts.. 'rhe elements of the m.enu 
will be developed in a workshop to be held as 
soon as feasible. 'rhe programs included in the 
menu should be conservation and load management 
proqrams, that meet the 'rotal Resource Cost test 
of cost-effectiveness. The customer may then 
choose a contraet based entirely on rate 
discounts, a contract based entirely on 
conserv~~tion items with all electricity sold at 
tariff rates, or a contract based on a m.ixture 
of rate discounts and conservation items. 
However the utility~s cost of the conservation 
items plus the net present value of any 
discount from tariff rates may not exceed the 
net pre~~ent value of the total discount from 
tariff rates that the utility and the customer 
would mLve aqreed to in the absence of the 
conserv~Ltion option. 'rhe source of funds for 
the coru~ervation items will be the revenues 
defined in the LRC revenue forecast. To the 
~ent 1:hat the special contracts customers are 
eliqibl.~ tor existing and authorized 
conservation and load management programs f the 
utility should not deny such customers access 
to the ]~roqram.s. However, the access of other 
custome:C's to conservation and load management 
proqr~~ should not be foreclosed, and the 
utility should seek to keep about 75% of the 
tunds authorized for a particular program 
available to nonresidential or industrial 
eustome~s who do not qualify for special 
contracts. 'rhe utilities can'obtain necessary 
DSM funds for special contracts customers by 
advice letter, in the interilD.. 
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11. Ordering Paraqraph 6a is added on page Sl: 

Revenue allocation between the less restricted 
class and other customer classes and base rates 
tor the less restricted class tor service 
rendered on and after January 1, 1989, will be 
based on the retail jurisdictional base rate 
revenue requirements as of January 1, 1989, 
adopted in SOG&E's Test ~ear 1ge9 general rate 
case and Edison's and PG&E's attrition 
proceedings tor the 1989 attrition year. 

T.bis order is eftective today. 
Dated July 22, 1988, at san Francisco,. california. 
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE 

Rulemakinq Proeeedinq on the 
Commission's Own Motion to 
Revise Electric Utility Rate
makinq Mechanisms. in Response , 
to Chanqinq Conditions in the 
Electric Industry. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

----------------------------) 

I.S6- 0-001 
(Filed 0 J::>er 1,. 1986) 

Petitions tor moditication 0 Decision (0.) 8S-03-008 

have been tiled by the Division of Ra payer Advocates (ORA) on 
April 7, 19S5, and jointly by Paciti 'Gas and Electric Company 
(PG&E), San Dieqo Gas & Electric C pany (SDG&E), and Southern 
California Edison Company (Edison Natural 
Resources Oetense Council (NROC) responded t~ ORA's petition on 
April 27, 1985, and the respon e also contained proposals tor 
moaitication ot 0.SS-03-008. ORA responded to the utilities' joint 
petition on May 4, 1988. E son, the Calitornia Energy Commission 
(CEC), and PG&E responded 0 ORA's petition on May 6, May 17, and 
May 20,. 1988, respectivel • 

d' SOG&E tiled a second joint petition to Edison, PG&E, 
moaity 0.88-03-008 on NRDC responded to· the second 

27, and ORA tiled its response on July 1, 
'ssion (CEC) tiled on July 12, and the 
Services (OGS) tiled on July 14. 

joint petition on J 
Calitornia Enerqy C 
Department ot Gene al 

In a re ated development, the workshop on conservation 
options called r in 0.88-03-008 was held on June 2. A.summary of 
the workshop w prepared by the moderator and mailed to all 
parties on Ju y 8. 

T initial joint petition included a proposal to chanqe 
the trans' ion date specitied'in 0.88-03-008' trom'September l, 
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1988, to January 1, 1989. That aspect of the jo.int petition has 
~een addressed in 0.88-05-072. 
We will separately discuss each issue raised in the petitions • 

I. The De,initioD 0' the Less Restx:1s;jC!tS1 Class 

In its petition, ORA suggests that the decision should be 
modi tied to. clarity that sales to all customers with de nds of 
over 1,000 kilowatt (kW) will no. longer be cubject to. e Electric 
Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) after the transi on date, 
regardless of a particular customer's potential to. ypass the 
utility~s system. At the same time, however, ORA argues that one 
exception should be made to. this rule. ORA bel' ves that sales to 
agricultural customers with demands o'f over 1, 0 leW should 
continue to. be included in ERAK and should b excluded from the 
less restricted class. ORA states that our desire to treat large 
agricultural customers differently from 9 er large customers was 
shown in 0.87-04-028:, in which we direct (1' PG&E to. transfer large 
agricultural customers from the £-20 tiff to. agricultural 
taritfs. 

We intended in 0.88-03-008 include all customers with 
demands of 1,000 kW or more in the ess restricted class, and sales 
to. these custo.mers would no longe be co.vered by ERAM after the 
transition date. However, the scussion in 0.88-03-008 focused o.n 
whether or not the class Sho.Ul include smaller customers. Our 
concluding" sentences therefo.r spoke of limiting the class to. 
customers ot 1,000 kW or mo.r. We will make minor mOdificatio.ns to. 
clarity our intent. I: 

Edison oppo.sed 's propo.sal to. remove large 
agricultural customers f om the less restricted class. Ediso.n's 
TOO-8 schedule is batentirelY on co.nsumption characteristics and 
not o.n what use is ma ot that co.nsumption. Edison believes that 
the decision similar' defined the less restricted class in terms 
of consumption char cteristics. Edison believes that it is 

all customers with large demands alike and to 
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inelude all customers with demands of 1,000 kW or more in the less 
restrieted class. 

PG&E~s response states without elaboration its support 
for DRA'S recommendation. 

Our aetion in 0.87-04-028 resulted from a reorgani 
of rate desiqn that had unexpected consequences for some 
agricultural customers. Our shiftin~ of PG&E's very lar 
agricultural customers from the E-20 schedule was not i ended to 
express an opinion that these customers should be tre fled 
differently from other large customers in all respe;,(s, and we have 

4' 
not taken similar steps for the other utilities. or the present, 
we believe that the less restricted class shoul be defined by the 
size ef the customer's demand, and not by the 
customer puts the electricity it purchases. 
ORA's proposed exception. 

se to whieh the 
e will not adopt 

II. Modifications to the Conftrvatien Guideline 

/ 
In 0.88-03-008, we adopte8 a guideline that required 

utilities to offer customers~ w' whom they were negotiating 
speeial contracts an eption o·f oesing programs to improve the 
efficiency ef the customers' e of electriCity instead ef the full 
rate discount the parties W~d otherwise negotiate. The notion 
was that potential bypasse,( were primarily concerned with overall 
energy costs, and those olsts eould be lowered by conservation and 
load management as well as by rate discounts. ORA, NRDC, and the 
second joint peti tien ropesed modificatiens to the decisien' s 
treatment ef this to 
A.. 

that it was unnecessary to develop 
the conservation 
called for in 
effectiveness 

enu, the list of appreved conservation programs, 
e decision. All that was needed· to- demonstrate the 

f a particular proposal was for the utility to 
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present the analysis specified in the Standard Practice 
Economic Evaluation of Demand-Side Manaqement Pro~rams, 
by the staffs of the Commission and the cze. If a particular 
proqram passes the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test, then it ould 
be approved. According to ORA, this procedure would ass e that 
the etficiency options associated with special contract would have 
the same economic footing as conservation programs a~roved in the 
utility's general rate case. :L: 

Second, ORA has several objections to . e decision's 
provision that the conservation options for sp ial contracts 
customers would be initially funded from~utility,s authorized 
conservation budget for programs designed o· serve* the less 
restricted class (0.88-03-008, Conclusi of Law lS, mira.eo·., 
p.48). ORA points out that the CUrr~lY authorized programs are 
given designations no more specific~an *nonresidential* or 
*industrial- and that it is impos~~e to determine which programs 
are desiqned to serve the less ~stricted class. 

ORA's proposal for ~ification has five elements • 
First, ORA suggests that th~'se of authorized conservation tunds 
should be subject to exist~9 restrictions on the utility'S 
discretionary movement otl~onservation funds. Second, funds for 
conservation options as~ciated with special contracts eustomers 

,j' 

should be limited to ~% of the authorization for nonresidential 
,f 

prO<]rams. Third, an,! request tor additional funds should be by an 
/II 

application, not b~an advice letter, as permitted by the decision. 
Such an increase,.ih.ould receive a more thorough scrutiny 'than 
advice letter f!.iings ordinarily receive. Fourth, customers should 
be required t~verifY that any conservation or load management 
equipment fi~ced by the utility ha5~ in faet~ been installed. 
And fifth, ~e chance to choose conservation options instead ot 

rates should not be available for customers with 

B • 
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NROC reacted to. ORA's pro.posals and o.ffered its o.wn 
mo.dificatio.n. 

NRDC is disturbed. by t,h,e lack o.f sYltlllletry between th 

treatment o.f co.nservatio.n o.ptio.ns and rate disco.unts assoeia d 
with special co.ntracts. N~ limit has been propo.sed o.r imp 
the amount o.f the rate discounts that may be o.ffered to.
threatening bypass, yet ORA has propo.sed a limit o.n th 
the related conservatio.n proqrams. 
asymmetry arises from a discomfo.rt with the so.urce f the funds for 
the two- parts of the special contracts program. 
of revenues is established, rate discounts are 
shareho.lders, presumably in hopes o.f maximiz' g net revenues. 
Conservation options, o.n the other hand, financed by 
ratepayers, resulting in the perception 

NRDC proposes a funding arra ement that would lessen 
this asymmetry. Any conservation pa ents greater than the Z5% 

limit pro.po.sed by ORA would be fun d from AO'the increased net 
revenues generated by conservati -based special contracts.AO' Since 
the conservatio.n payment is. li t,ed to the net present value o.f the 
foregene rate discount, and 
the 25% limit and rate disc 
increased net revenues, 
indifferent abeut the 
censervatien optiens. 

nce both conservatien programs beyond 
nts weuld be financed by the utility'S 

co.ntinue to. :be 

discounts or 

NRDC also. ~es that reliance on the TRC test is 
unnecessary. 'l'he 0 ly test tor a conservatio.n o.ption related to- a 
special centract, n NRDC's view, should be whether the cost of the 
conservation pr ram is less than the cost ef the rate discount 
that the utili and the customer would otherwise agree to'. NROC 
asks, wwould really want utilities to reject a $200,000 

ayment en the basis of ORA's cest-effectiveness conservation 
yardstick, en the alternative was a $300,000 rate discount?AO' 

inally, NRDC opposes ORA's sU9gestion that the 
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conservation guideline should, not apply to contracts for 
incremental sales. NRDC believes that the decision is unambiguous 
and makes both anti-bypass and incremental sales special contract 
subj ect to the conservation, guideline. According to N.R.OC, the 
reasons for applying the guideline to anti-bypass special co 
apply with equal strength to contracts tor incremental 
c. Edison's Posi~ion 

Edison agrees with ORA that cost-eftectivene 
whether a particular program is listed on the conse 

, and not 
tion menu, 

y offerings a should be the test of the conservation and etficie 
utility may make available to special contracts 
believes that a menu may quickly become outdat 
of the term wconservation menuW neglects the 

Edison 
, and that the use 

efficiency improvements play in retaining stomers on the system. 
Edison disagrees with the imp , ation that the TRC test 

should be the primary test for determ ng which programs should be 
offered to special contracts custome 
TRC test cannot be used easily to 

Edison believes that the 
st the etficiency of programs 

that increase electricity consum ion, and Edison therefore 
recommends that programs that ~et either the TRC test or the 
ratepayer impact measure sho~d qualify. 

Edison diSagrees~th the Z5% limit proposed by ORA and 
recommends that funding ~ests for conservation options should be 
considered with each sp~ial contract. Since the Commission must 
eventually approve theJ'contract through the Expedited Application 
Docket, it would be a!simPle matter to broaden this proceeding 
slightly to conside the request for the funding necessary to' carry 
out the conservat' n options selected by the customer. 

Edison grees with ORA that customers who· receive 
conservation in entive payments should have to verify that they 

the equipment that the payment was intended to· help 
finance • 
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Finally, Edison disaqrees with ORA's proposal not to, 
permit utilities to offer conservation options t~ customers wi 
contracts tor incremental sales. Edison believes that such 
payments may, in many instances, further the goals that th 

Commission has tried to pursue in this proceeding. 
D. CEC'S EPsitioD 

CEC supports DRA's proposal tor limitinq 
authorized conservation tunds that may bedirecte 

of 

contracts customers as an interim solution to question of how 
to finance the costs of conservation options p. ovidedto special 
contracts customers. CEC believes that this 
addressed in more detail at the conservat' workshop that was 
scheduled for June 2, 1988-. 

CEC opposes ORA's recommend ion to drop the conservation 
menu approach in favor of case-by-ca e cost effectiveness testing. 
eEC suggests that the conservation enu should consist of proqrams 
that would be deemed Wautomatica y cost-effective,W and that only 
conservation options not on th menu would require individual cost
effectiveness test results. his approach would give many 
customers easy and inexpen ve access to the proqrams on the list 
while allowinq for new, , ovative, or unique options t~ be 
pursued. 

Finally, urges the Commission not to decide the 
question whether con ervation options should be made available to 
customers with con acts for incremental sales until it has 
received more com lete information on the policy considerations and 
consequences CEC believes that a workshop should 
be scheduled 
E .. 

first urqes expanding the concept of the 
option to include all types of demand management 

proqrams I including load management options'.. ,A broader range of 
progr will ilIIprove PG&E's ability to tailor its conservation 
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• options to fit a particular customer's. needs, and many load 
manaqement proqrams are already available. 

PG&E agrees with ORA that it is not practical to eve lop 
a qeneric menu of options, but PG&E joins NRDC in questi ing the 
need for any cost-effectiveness tests for efficiency p 

special contracts customers. A special contract wit 
discount, PC&E arques, may be viewed as a conserva 
zero benefit, since the customer's consumption a load curve are 
unaffected. Why then, PG&E asks, should the c ervation options, 
which result in consumption or lOad-Shapin~-~nefits and which are 
conceived as a substitute for rate discoun~,be subject to a 
stricter test of cost-effectiveness? 

Like other parties, PG&E es ORA's sU9'gestion that 
conservation options should not be 111. e available to customers with 
contracts for incremental sales. 

On the question of financing the conservation options, 
PC&E asserts that the ERAK clas~ receive the benefit of retained 

• 
or enhanced sales and Should:t:refore provide the financing for 
the conservation options chos n by special contracts customers. 
PG&E thus opposes both ORA' . and NRDC's proposals on financing the 
conservation options. PG&rlalso opposes ORA's suggestion that 
additional funding for coiservation for special contracts customers 
should be requested by ~vice letter. 
F. The Second Joint :!'iti.9n 

The joint itioners assert that the decision should be 
modified to correct n inappropriate limitation on the proqrams 
that are referred t . in the conservation menu. Some parties at the 

op of June 2 read the decision to· limit the menu 
ation items; that is, measures that serve to 

's kilowatt-hour consumption. The joint 
eve, however, that in keeping with the purpose of 

to standard cons 
reduce a custom 
petitioners be 

this proceedi , a wider range of cost-effectiVe efficiency options 
would be mor useful in discouraC]ing uneconomic bypass and· in 
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~ retaining large customers on the utility's system. / 
More specifically, the joint petitioners urge the 

Commission to expand the conservatioh menu to include four br~ 
categories of energy efficiency options. These categories a~ 
conservation, load management, fuel substitution, and load 
building, and appropriate definitions are stated in Appe ix A of 

~ 

"~ 

the *Oemand-Side Management Reporting Requirements Man 
developed by the Commission's staff. 

NROC opposed the utilities' 
building as part of the menu of conservation opti NRI>C points 
out that D.88-03-008 showed the Commission's co 
about the long-term eftects ot the special con 
concern is demonstrated by the determination 

inuinq concern 
acts program. This 

special contract should not extend into an year when forecasts 
indicate that additional capacity will b needed to meet target 
reserve margins.* NRDC argues that lO~bUilding programs are much 
harder to limit. The increased load~at result from any load
building program are likely to rema~ on the system when expensive 
new capacity is needed, and the eV ntual costs to the system and 
its ratepayers could outweigh an near-term gains. 

ORA advanced similar rquments in,opposing the utilities' 
proposal to include tuel swi °ng and load building as 
conservation options. ORA so argues that this part ot the second 
joint petition is prematur. and should be addressed in evidentiary 
hearings. 
G. .Qiscussion 

Our concept' in developing the conservation menu 
approach to tuture t exibility was to try to serve several goals at 
once. SOme of the tility's existing or newly developed 
conservation and d management programs would be otfered to a 
targeted group 0 eustomers who, it they accepted the otfers, would 
consume electri ity more efficiently and. would', remain on the 

- 9 -
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~ utility's system and pay rates hi9her than the tully discounted ~' 
rates they would have otherwise neqotiated with the utility. T e 

~ 

~. 

conservation proqrams would not only meet the Commission's 
standards of effectiveness, but they would also withstand 
customer's direct economic comparison with rate discounts 
Although we referred to a conservation menu~ we used·c servationH 
as an abbreviation tor conservation and load manageme' pr09rams. 
Our intent was to serve the utility'S interest by m 
revenue from the customer, to meet the customer'~eeds by lowering 
its total power bill, and minimize system qener~ion costs~ to . 
serve ratepayers' interests by retaining 0Zsyste~ a customer 
who would otherwise be lost. . 

In terms of the clarification rested in the second 
joint petition, the programs referred t in the conservation menu 
should qualify as conservation or loa management programs. We 
agree that the definitions stated in ppendix A of the ·Oemand-Side 
Manaqement Reportinq Requirements nualw developed by our staff, 
with slight modifications to ref~ct this proceeding's focus on 
electriCity, are appropriate: ;f' 

·Conservation progra)ls are defined as programs 
which have the eff~ct of reducing consumption 
of electricity dqrinq most or many hours of 
operation of the/'equipment or building affected 
by the measur:t' 

·Load management programs are defined as any 
program whi~ reduces electric ~eak demand or 
has the pr~ary effect of shift1ng electric 
demand fr~ the hours of peak demand to· non peak 
time Ptr ' Ods. If' 

We do t agree that fuel substitution and load building 
programs should included in the options presented as part of the 
conservation m u. Fuel substitution frequently presents difficult 
problems of c oss-subsidization or cost-allocation between electric 
and gas rate ayers or,questions of whether or not overall 
efficiency s furthered. 

- 10 -
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Si~ilarly, as ORA and NRDC point out, load building ~ 
to conflict with SOIne of the goals of this proceeding- O'bViF1Y, 
by permitting the utilities to stimulate incremental sa~es y 
offering reduced rates, we have tolerated some short-te oad 
building- As we clarified in the recent Edison genera rate case 
(D.87-12-066, pp. 141-143), load retention, WhiCh~iS assified in 
the Appendix A definitions as load building, is an propriate 
application of DSM funds. But in the present~:? stances, our 
tolerance of load building goes no further. w"can see no 
advantage to long-term load buildinq, and we "~ve limited the terms 
of incremental sales contracts to quard aga~st the harms that 
incremental sales could otherwise infl~.ct . n the utility'S system 
and its ratepayers. We also believe th . under current' 
circumstances it is inappropriate for e utilities to expend funds 
to encourage load building. ~ 

For purposes or derining ~i9ible DSK alternatives 
(conservation and load-manag~entVlto a rate discount, we 'believe 
it appropriate to exclude fUEIl ~J;stitution and load buildinq at 
this time. This is entirely cQhsistent with the goals of this 
proceeding_ Thus, for ~giRility purposes, DSM alternatives 

~ . should be compared to current consumpt~on_ 
The analysis to~ost-effectiveness of DSK, however, 

presents separate consid~ations. Different altern~tives to, bypass 
involve different costs;and benefits which accordingly deserve 
appropriate treatment.jSpecifically, all conservation and load
management measures, when installed in lieu of bypass, must be 
evaluated against thefproposed bypass technology. This will 
usually require a wluel sUbs,titutionw type of analysis (e.g., 
electric service w~ a DSM incentive compared to gas 
coqeneration). T~s type or analysis is explained clearly in the 
Joint Standard ~ctice Manual. 

The r~rt of the conservation worksho~ indicates that 
many parties w e confused about other aspects of the conservation 

- 11 -
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menu. In particular, parties appear to have cle])atecl wheth$'%' the 
menu was intended to be fixed or flexible and whether th~menu was 
a neeeSSary or even desirable 
guideline. We do not ])elieve that our original eone tion was as 
confusing as the parties have interpreted it to be or that our 
statements about the eonservation quideline wer~~s unclear as the 
parties have found them. Nevertheless, it app~rs that this 
proceeding will benefit from further eXPlanatdron of our eonception 
of the purpose and function of the conserv ilon menu. 

This part of the proceeding aro e out of our eoneern 
a])out a qrowing number of customers who ere ])ypassing the 
utility's system by developing self-<;r eration capabilities. We 
determined that we could serve the t l.n goals of eombatting oypass 
and making use of the utility's sh -term excess eapaeity by 
permitting the utility to enter i 0 contraets to sell eleetricity 
at less than the tariff rate to~stomers who eould present a 
credible threat of bypassing t~ system. To comply vith statutory 
requirements and to ensure ~t other ratepayers were not 
unreasonably harmed by thes special contracts, we established a 
review process, the EXpedi ed Application Docket (EAO), to allow 
quick approval of these To further speed· up the review 
process of the less con oversial contracts, we adopted a series of 
guidelines. 

ime, however, we were concerned that the 
lated by these lower rates could accelerate 

the time when the utility would need to add capaeity to meet 
its target reserve margin. The conservation guideline was an 
attempt to lessen this problem. 

The co servation menu is an aspect of the guideline. It 
serves two inte elated functions. First, it provides the utility 
with a eonveni t ~ay of initiating discussions with the customer 
about conserv ion and load management options.. second, it gives 
the utility ready method of demonstrating that it has complied 
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with the requirements of the conservation quideline, that it has._, 
/ 

offered certain conservation and load management programs to the 
custo~er in place ot the negotiated rate discount. ~ 

Thus, we conceived of the menu as a document ~t would 
inform the customer of the nature of the conservation nd load 
management options that were available. We presume that the items 
of the menu would be described in fairly general erms, just as 
:many of the conservation and load manaqement p qrams in the 
utility's qeneral rate case filinq are descr' ed in general terms. 
We imagined that speeific examples of how ~general program had 
been fitted to a particular customer's n dS would be presented to-
fill out the customer's understanding For exa~ple, 
in the :most recent general rate case, that ot Edison,. a major 
nonresidential conservation program as described as the *Enerqy 
Management Incentive Proqram.* T menu items would presumably be 
these sorts of general items, su plemented with information such as 
demand curves illustratinq the ffect of the proqram and examples 
of how customers had used the e incentives, so that the special 
contract customer would hav a better idea of how it could make use 
of this proqram. To use t e example of the proqram mentioned 
above, a special contracti customer could select a rebate for 
conservation hardware n~ specifically mentioned in the examples of 
the menu but still fal within the menu's listed proqr~. 

The menu w 
have apparently vie 

not intended to be as riqid as some parties 
it. First, as we have j'ust discussed,. many 

ty programs are defined very generally, with 
considerable lati de for fitting the program to a particular 
customer's needs Second, beyond the utilities' current programs, 
the decision al owed utilities to propose additions to the menu at 
the workshop 0 June 2, presumably programs other than those 
approved in ir general rate cases. 

important, the decision repeatedly stated that 
conforming to the guidelines could nevertheless be 
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approved after review in the EAO. If a particular cust er 
negotiated a conservation item that varied substantia y from the 
programs and illustrations of the menu, the contrac could still ~e 
approved after the speedy review that is the pu e of the &AD. 

One question that was not addressed in e decision was 
how new programs could be added to the menu. y program approved 
in a utility'S general rate ease would quali ~or the menu, so new 
programs may be added at that time. Betwe . genera:'.. rate cases, if 
a utility believes that a particular proq am varies substantially 
from the menu's programs and that other pecial contracts customers 
would likely be interested in similar 
a part of its no application tor ap 

rograms, it may request, as 
oval of the contract, that 

the Commission approve the conserv ion item for inclusion on ~~e 
menu. The program will be subjec ed to appropriate cost
effectiveness tests as part of e tAD review, and if necessary 
this aspect of the applicatio ~ay be separated from the approval 
of the contract • 

We continue to v· w the conservation menu as an outgrowth 
of the utility's existing onservation and load management 
programs. Accordingly, e agree with ORA's point that for anti
bypass contracts the ~~ectiveness of individual conservation 
elements should be ju~ed ~y the TRC test applied to other 
conservation and loa~management programs. For OSM options 
provided under afn. cremental sales agreement, the Ratepayer Impaet 
Measure (RIM) tes 'should usually be applied. This is because the 
TRC test can not e applied where the alternative is current 
electricity con$Umption versus· increased electricity consumption. 

The ~rties have provided several new proposals on the 
sources for f~anCing the conservation options. After considering 
these propo~s and their implications., we are persuaded to· change 

J 
the funding echanism adopted in 0.88-03-008. 

are particularly attracted to NRDC's appeal to- create 
treatment of the financing of rate discounts 
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.. i th l '/' and conservat10n 1tems. As NRDC po nts out, once e ~orecast 1S 
set, rate discounts beyond those forecasted are finance~bY 
shareholders as part of the utility's strategy for ma 
revenues; the utility should be willing to accept a ower rate and 
lesser revenues from a customer, as a means ot to stalling the 
zero revenue that would result it the customer aves the system. 
The conservation incentives expecte~ to ~e us tor the cost
effective retention of customers should als be part of the revenue 
forecast. It conservation may also be us to retain a customer, 
the utility should likewise be willing t finance the conservation 
program that will keep the customer on e system. In each case, 
the net revenues to the utility are ximized. In each case, the 
utility has a strong incentive to p ovide the minimum amount of 
support needed to retain the cust ere 

We will finance conse~tion and load management items in 
the same way that we have pr:tv usly established for financing rate 
discounts (by accounting for , duced sales to customers choosing 
the conservation options in . e forecast of revenues for the LRC), 
and we will discuss some Of/the implications and details of this 
financing scheme in the fq(lowing paragraphs. 

In O.SS-03-00sJ'we limited the amount the utility could 
spend on the conservati~ items to "the present value of the total 
discount trom taritt r~es that the utility and the customer would 
agree to in the absenc:!e of the conservation option." That limit 
still seems approprilte, although the limit is probably 
superfluous, since 'utility woul~ be foolish to spend greater 

I' amounts on conservation than the value Of the rate discounts that 
would be suttieie~ to retain the customer. We should clarity, 
however, that ini~alculating the equivalent to the negotiated rate, / 
the utility can~nd should take into account any lost contribution 
to margin and any administrative costs that it would incur in .' carrying out the conservation item. our'goal is to· give the 
utility latitu~e in ealculating the cost of the conservation items, 

a 
" l , 
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so that it will be truly inc:lifferent to the customer's choice. ,./ 
In the past, if a utility was truly indifferent ty 

conservation or rate c:liscounts, we woulc:l have expecte~c:le tility 
to be inclined toward the rate discount, for a number 0 reasons. 
We would have expected this inclination to lead the u lity to 
soft-pedal the conservation option,. with the result at nearly all 
customers would choose the rate discount. resent 
circumstances, however, we believe that the eust 
will play a much greater role than in the past 

er's preference 
The customer in 

,power~ it has the these negotiations has considerable bargaini 
option to leave the system unless the utili can provide a 
sufficient incentive to. remain on the sys Because o·f the 
customer's strenqth in the bargaining, w believe that the 
customer's preference will overcome an minor incentives of the 
utility, and that conservation items. ill be chosen to. the extent 
that customers prefer them to rate scounts. 

Placing the responsibili for financing conservation 
items on the utility presents so questions about the fun~ion of 
our review in the £AD. If the stomer chooses conservation items 
to the limit of the net prese~value of the rate discount, then 
the customer by definition w~lcontinue to. take service at the 
tariff rate. If there is n~rate discount, and if the utility is 
responsible for finanCi:' nq ibe conservation items, what is the need 
for the £AD review? 

Although we a ee with the impliec:l point that the scope 
and purpose of our rev eware greatly reduced when no rate 
discounts are involvei, we still believe that the utility should 
seek and obtain our ;(pproval of its arrangements with the customer, 
even when those arringements include only conservation items. If 

. ~I , i the lot ems are a 1 n the menu, the review w 11 be perfunctory. 
However, all co rvation 'items need examination for cost
effectiveness. oreover, conservation and load management options 
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,/ 

need review to ensure that they have not crossed the line into lo~ 
building~ Even if OSM funding is being provided with shareholde~ 
funas, we still expect an application or EAO treatment to ino~ae 
cost-effectiveness analysis of the proposed project. ~ 

We expect a review of a contract containing o~ 
conservation items to be quick. The conservation and ~ad 
management options present an easier review because ~ are less 
concerned about the harm to other ratepayers. one~ the primary 
concerns about the special contracts program--th,t'it would 
stimulate permanent additions to the the utili~s load and thus 
accelerate the need for expensive new resourcei--is nearly absent 
for conservation and load management oPtion~ By definition, these 
programs reduce load, and even it the utilj{y goes toe far and 
overstimulates conservation and load.man ~ment, the effect on 
other ratepayers will be negligible. T e threat of long-term load 
effects is almost entirely absent. 

For these reasons, we will equire utilities to· finance 
the conservation options in the sa manner they finance rate 
discounts: the sales forecast for e LRC will recognize the effect 
on sales ef customers choosing options. The approach is 
justified on two. bases. First the utility will receive increased 
net revenues from retaining ~tomers on the system; that is, the 
utility'S net revenue ShOU1~be greater, after accounting for the 
costs of discounts or cons~ation, than if the customer left the 
system. Second, the util~y may receive increased net revenues in 
the near term because cultomers who choose conservation options 
will pay rates closer t I the tariff rate than if the customer had 
selected only a rate scount. Until the conservation equipment or 
process is completely, installed and effeetive~ the utility shOUld 
receive slightly hi er revenues than expected. 

roposed, in response to. ORA's proposal, that 
the. utility'sresp, nsibility to finance conservation options should 
begin after the u ility has exhausted 25% of previously authorized 
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conservation funas for nonresidential customers. We will not a 
this limitation. All conservation ana load management option 
seleeted by customers eligible for special contracts shoul 
financed by the utility, as outlined above. 

The transition before final implementation of sales 
forecasts leaves utilities without funding authorizat'on tor 
special OSM contracts. Furthermore, some special c 
customers who are eligible for existing and autho 
proqrams will seek OSM tunding. Utilities shoul 

zed conservation 
not discriminate 

aqainst special contracts customers by barrinq them from these 
proqrams. The other side of this coin, howe r, is that we d~ not 
want other industrial or nonresidential cu omers to be foreclosed 
from taking advantage of authorized proqr s: special contracts 
customers should not be permitted to mo polize these programs. 
Therefore, We believe that no more tha about 25% of the budqet tor 
nonresidential or industrial conserv ion proqrams should be 

allocated to eligible special contr ets customers at this time. If 
additional funding is needed befo . adoption of the LRC sales 
forecast, utilities should obtai such authorization by advice 
letter tiling. 

to apply the conservation guideline 
to contracts tor incrementa sales is clouded by our expectation 
that two types of customer may take advantage of contracts for 
incremental sales. Some ustomers will merely choose to increase 
production from existin plant and equipment solely because of the 
lower marginal enerqy osts made possible by the contract. S,ince 
the increased product on is truly incremental in these cases, any 

of electricity will disappear when the 
contract expires a the customer must return to higher taritf 
rates. But tor 0 

redUction of ele 
of adding new e 
stimulated in 

er customers, the prospect of even a short-term 
ricity costs may tilt a close decision in favor 

ipment or eXpanding capacity. The new consumption 
ese cases will continue atter the expiration of the 
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contract. 
Two considerations persuade us that 

incremental sales should also be subject to the conserva 
quideline. When such sales are truly incremental, suc 
factory increases production from existing equipment olely because 
of the lower marginal cost of energy, it is unlike that the 
customer will select conservation options. Thes contracts are 
also likely to be short term, so the net prese value of the 
negotiated discount will be small, and the c servation options 
that could be financed within the limits 0 this small net present 
value are probably few. Second, some in emental sales will occur 
when the prospect of lower energy cost tilts a customer's decision 
to add new production capacity. Thes cases present one-time 
opportunities to install efficient quipment, and the long-term 
}:)enetits to ratepayers ot having re efficient equipment installed 
justify the costs of offering conservation options to such 
customers. In addition, by re iring positive results under the \ 
RIM test for incremental sal~ contracts, ratepayers are ensured of 
increasing marginal revenue,(from OSM measures. 

Thus, we eonelu 
should also be subject t 

that contracts for incremental sales 
the conservation guideline. 

Finally, we ree with ORA that when the conservation 
options involve ineen ive payments to customers, the utility should 
obtain a verificati that the equipment intended to be financed by 
the payment has be installed. The verification requirement 
applying in exis nq or recent incentive programs should also- be 
followed in the 

I 
I 
\ 

Base Rate Revenue Regyirements 

joint petitioners request clarification of how base 
e requirements would be established to develop base 
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4IIJ rates for the less restricted class on the transition date. 
Earlier decisions have left this point uncertain. 

The joint petitioners suggest that the retail 
jurisdietional base rate revenue requirements used to deve 
revenue allocation between the less restricted class and 
customer classes and to develop the less restricted cl s's base 
rates on an assumed transition date of January 1, 198 , should 
reflect the 1989 attrition rate adjustments for PC& and Edison and 
the test year rates resulting from SDG&E's pend in general rate 
case. ORA supports this aspect of the initial 'int petition. 

We agree that the decision should odified to clarify 
this point in the manner suggested by the j o' t petitioners. 

The joint petitioners also state heir wunderstandingW 

that base rate levels for the less restr 
reflect changes in the retail jurisdiet anal base rate revenue 
requirements, other than adjustments ~sulting from the attrition 
rate adjustment. For example, a tra~fer of recovery o! revenue 

• 

requirement from a Major Additi~OS djustment Clause (MAAC) account 
to ~ase rates could have this eft t. 

It is clear that a tr ster of recovery of revenue 
requirements such as in the ~ example would affect the base 
rates of the less restricted elass. Rather than imagining the 
adjustments necessary to ac;6mplish such a transfer, we will await 
a concrete example before '" address the details.. The jOint 
petition does not reques modification of 0.88-03:-008 on this 
point. 
Ejndings of Fact 

1. ORA. filed a tor modification of 0.88-03-008 on 
April 7, 1988, reque ing changes to the definition of the less 
restricted class an to the conservation guideline. 

z. PG&E, S 

modification on A 
&E, and Edison tiled a joint petition tor 
il 19, 1988, requesting' a clarification of the 

inq base rates for the less restricted class. 
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3. NROC responded to ORA'$ petition on April 27, 
presented some proposed modifications to the conservation 
CJUideline. 

4. ORA responded to the initial joint petition 
1988, and supported the joint petitioners' request. 

S. Edison responded to ORA's petition on May , CEC 

4, 

responded to ORA's petition on May 17, and PG&E onded to ORA's 
petition on May 20, 1983. 

6. Edison, PG&E, and jOint petition to 
modify 0.88-03-008 on June 13, 1988. NROC re onded to the second 
joint petition on June 27, ORA filed its re 
filed on July 12, and DeS tiled on July 14 

7. The workshop on conservation 0 

0.88-03-008 was held on June 2. A s ry of the workshop was 
prepared by the moderator and mailed 0 all parties on July S. 
Conclusions or LAw 

1. 0.88-03-008 should be mo ified to clarify that the less 
restricted class includes all CU omers with demands of 1,000 kW or 
greater. . ~ 

2. The conservation op ons that the utilities may present 
to customers negotiating spe ial contracts should· be those meeting 
the TRC test (for anti-byp~s contracts) or the RIM test (for 
increment~l sales contrac s) as described in the Standard Practice 

sis of Demand Side-Management Programs. 
3. We will tina ce conservation and load management items in 

the sa:me way that we 

discounts (by acco 
the conservation 0 

4. 'Otiliti s 

ave previously established for ~inancing rate 
ing for reduced sales to customers choosing 

ions in the forecast of revenues tor the LRC). 
should not deny eligible special contracts 

customers access to existing and authorized conservation and load 
management proq ams in the short term,. before the LRC sales 
forecasts ~re dopted. Other nonresidential and industrial 
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customers should not be prevented trom. taking advantage ot all 
authorized conservation programs, and, as. a general rule, no more 
than about 25% ot existing nonresidential an4 industrial OSK 
tunding should be allocated to special contracts customers. 

S. conservation options should also be presented to 
customers with contracts tor incremental sales. 

6. The items eligible tor conservation tundinq 
include conservation and load management programs, t not tuel 
switching or load building programs. 

7. The retail jurisdictional base rate r . enue requirement 
used to. develop the revenue allocation betwee the less regulated 
class and other custo.mer classes on January , 1989, should reflect 
the 1989 attrition rate adjustments tor PC and Edison and the 
test year rates resulting trom SOG&E's p ding general rate case • 

1. The paragraph beginnin at the bottom o.t page 25 and 
continuing to page 26 and the t' st tull paragrapn on page 26 of 
Decision 88-03-008 are mo~itie to read: 

The items in the melu would be developed in a 
workshop. The ite#S should come trom new or 
existing conserva~ion and load management 
programs that mee't the Total Resource Cost 
(TRC) test as set torth in the standard 
Practice Manuat on Economic Analysis ot Demand
Side Management Proqrams, except in the case 
where OSM medsures are applied to incremental 
sales contr~cts; the Ratepayer Impact Measure 
(RIM) testfohall be applied in such situations. 
In additiQn, parties may also. propese other 
programs;1o.r inclusion on the menu that also. 
meet the 'I'RC test. The TRC test takes a 
somewha broader perspective than the rate 
impact easure test we have applied to- other 
conse atio.n programs. Use of the TRC test in 
these circumstances is appropriate ter two. 

s. First, the ToRe ,test is better suited 

• ' - 22"-
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tull 

tor addressing the problem pointed out by NRDC: 
that ~ompanies impose a mu~h shorter pay-ba~k 
period on ~onservation investments than the 
utility does when it invests in new generat 
Allowing the utility to otter ~onservation 
progralns based on the 'I'RC test is a way 0 
grafting the longer pay-ba~k ~riterion ed by 
the utility onto the private industry' shorter 
periods. Se~ond, a stri~t adheren~e 0 the 
rate impact measure test for potent' 1 bypass 
customers is not appropriate under resent 
~ir~umstances when the greatest e ect on rates 
would come it the customer leav the system. 
The slight effect on rates ot e ToRC test is 
tar preferable to the large p ential ettect on 
rates of the loss ot such CU omers. 

The source ot tunds tor th utility's ottered 
items will be the increa~d net revenues 
resulting trom retainingrcustomers who accept 
these options, as defi~d by the LRC sales 
torecast. To the extent that the special 
contracts customers may legitimately take 
advantage ot existi~ conservation and load 
management program~for which we authorized 
tunds in the general rate case, the utilities 
should not deny SUCh customers access to the 
programs.. Howe.,rer, in the interim other 
industrial or~onresidential customers should 
not be foreclcfsed trom taking advantaqe ot 
authorized programs; special contracts 
customers s~ould not be permitted to monopolize 
these programs. As a general guideline that 
may not mike sense tor a particular program, we 
believe ~t no more than about 25% ot the 
budget ~or a particular nonresidential or 
indust~al conservation or load management 
pr;c" should be allocated to customers with 
spec· 1 contracts. 

2. The follOwing paragraphs are inserted after the 
paragr~h on page 27: 

~r discussion ot this guideline has tocused on 
(he anti-bypass type ot special contract. 
Clearly, presenting conservation options to 
these customers is desirable. A more difficult 
question is whether this guideline should also 
apply to contracts tor incremental sales. We 
are permitting discounted incremental sales in 
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page 

hopes of spreading some of the fixed costs of ' 
excess capacity over a larger sales base. 
Increased efficiency would tend to reduce these 
sales, and promoting efficiency among these 
customers would seem to work against our 
purpose in permitting incremental sales. 

Two considerations persuade us that cont;acts 
for incremental sales should also be s~ect to 
this quideline. When such. sales are~' ly 
incremental, such as when a factory 'creases 
production from existing equipmentlely 
because of the lower marginal enirte costs made 
possible by the contract, it is u ikely that 
the customer will select conserv ion options. 
These contracts are also likel to be short 
term, so the net present valu will be small, 
and the conservation options at could be 
financed within the limits this small net 
present value are probablyjtew. Second, some 
incremental sales will ocdUr when the prospect 
of lower enerqy costs ti s a customer's 
decision to add new pro ction capacity. These 
cases present one-tim opportunities to install 
efficient equipment, nd the long-term benefits 
to ratepayers of hav. nq efficient equipment 
installed justif¥ e costs of offering the 
conservation opt1 to such customers. 

Thus, we conclu that contracts for 
incremental sa s should also be subject to 
this quidelin • 

3. The tirst s tence of the first full paragraph of 
31 is modified i'o read: 

4. 

For th~esent time we will accept the 
utiliti ' proposed definitions ot the less 
restri ed class as including all customers 
with d ands of 1,000 kW or greater. 

paragraph 
llowinq paragraphs are added atter the tirst 

age 34: 

Setting Initial Base Rates 

cause two of the three utilities affected by 
e transition date will be in the middle of a 

ate case cycle at the time of the transition, 
we need to determine how to establish the base 
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s. 

rate revenue requirement that will be used tc 
allocate revenues between the less restricted 
class and other customer classes and tQ develop 
base rates for the less restricted class on the 
transition date. We believe that a fair way t 
solve this transitional problem is tQ use th 
base rate revenue requirement that will tak 
effect on January 1, 1989. For SDG&E, the 
retail jurisdietional base rate revenue 
requirement resultinq from its Test Yea 1989 
qeneral rate case should be used. Bot Edison 
and PG&E should use the retail juris 'ctional 
base rate revenue requirement rzeUl nq from 
their respective ARA proceedings f the 1989 
attrition year. 

The heading on paqe 34 should b changed to read: 

VII. Risk Allocat~on 
Finding of Fact 15 on page. is modified to read: 
It is reasonable to requi utilities to 
present customers with a;£enu o·f conservation 
options durinq negotiat~ns for special 
contracts. The elemen~ of the menu will be 
developed in a workshQp to be held as soon as 
feasible. The proqr~s included in the menu 
should be conservat~n and load management 
programs that meet.~he TRC test of cost
effectiveness. T~ customer may then choose a 
contract based e~tirely on rate discounts, a 
contract based e~tirely on conservation items 
with all electr~city sold at tariff rates, or a 
contract based/on a mixture of rate discounts 
and conservat1on items. However, the utility'S 
cost of the c6nservation items plus the net 
present val~ of any discount from· tariff rates 
may not ex~ed the net present value of the 
total discount from tariff rates that the 
utility a~d the customer would have agreed to 
in the a~$ence of the conservation option. The 
source of tunds for the conservation items. We 
will f;nance conservation and load mana~ement 
items :n the same way that we have prevlously 
estab1ished for finanCing rate discounts (by 
accounting for reduced sales to customers 
ChOo&inq the conservation options in the 
forecast of revenues for the LRC). TQ the 
e~nt that the special contracts customers are 
ell gible for existing and authorized 
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7. 

conservation an4 10a4 management programs, the 
utility should not deny such customers access 
to the proqrams. However, the access of other / 
customers to conservation and load manaqement / 
programs should not be foreclosed, and as a 
general rule no more than about 25% of the L 
funds authorized for a particular 
nonresidential or industrial demand managem:'t 
program should be allocated to special - ," 
contracts customers. If necessary in thtt9' 
interim, utilities can ap~ly tor ad4iti "al DSM 
tunds for s~cial cont~aets customers, . advice 
letter. 

Conclusion of Law 16 is modified t 
At ~resent, the less restricted 
include all customers with dema ' 
or greater. 

8. Conclusion on page 49: 
Allocation of revenue betw n the less 
restricte4 class an4 otbe customer classes an4 
base rates tor the less stricte4 class tor 
service ren4ere4 on~ a4'fter January 1, 1989, 
shou14 be base4 on the etail jurisdietional 
base rate revenue re ,rements as Of January 1, 
1989, adopted in SDG~t's Test Year 1989 general 
rate ease and E4ison(s and PG&E's attrition 
procee4ings tor the/'1989 attrition year. 

9. Orderinq paragrap~2 is modi!iedto read: 
At the present t!me, the Large- Light and Power 
class referred ~o' in D.87-05-071, whieh is more 
properly call~d the less restricted class, will 
include all C}:istomers of PC&E,'Edison, and 
SOC&E With~eman4S of 1,000 kW or qreater. 

,~ 

;il 
l 
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lO. ordering Paragraph 4 on pages 50-51 is modified to' read: 
Utilities shall present customers with a menu 
of conservation options during negotiations for ' 
special contracts. The elements of the menu / 
will be developed in a workshop to be held as 
soon as feasible. The programs included in the 
menu should be conservation and load managemen 
programs that meet the Total Resource Cost test 
of cost-effectiveness. The customer may th~ 
choose a contract based entirely on rate~ 
discounts, a contract based entirely on ' 
conservation items with all electricity i old at 
tariff rates, or a contract based on a~ixture 
of rate discounts and eonservation it~. 
However the utility's cost of the eo~ervation 
items plus the net present value of~any 
discount from tariff rates may noV exceed the 
net present value of the total d~count from 
tariff rates that the utility~, the customer 
would have agreed to in the ab nce of the 
conservation option. The sou e of funds for \ 
the conservation items willJie the revenues 
defined in the LRC revenue ,orecast. To the 
extent that the special contracts customers are 
eligible for existing andfauthorized 
conservation and load m~agement programs, the 
utility should not den~such customers access 
to the programs. How~er, the access of other 
customers to conserv~ion and load management 
programs should not e foreclosed, and the 
utility should see, to keep about 75% of the 
funds authorized or a particular program 
available to non esidential or industrial 
customers who d not qualify for special 
contracts. ThJutilities can obtain necessary 
DSM funds for/speCial contracts customers by 
advice letter, in the interim • 
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11. ordering Paragraph 6a is added on page 51: 
Revenue allocation between the less restri 
class and other customer classes and base 
for the less restricted class ~or servi 
rendered on and after January 1, 1989, '11 be 
based on the retail jurisdictional berate 
revenue requirements as of January , 1989, 
adopted in SOG&E's Test Year 1989 neral rate 
case and Edison's and PG&E's attr' ion 
proceedings for the 1989 attrit' n year. 

This order is effective 
Dated JUt 2,2 19Q1 
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